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Abstract
Fluorescence is an optical phenomenon, specific to certain

materials that absorb light with higher energy and re-emit it at
lower energy, with unnoticeable time latency. Due to this so-
called Stokes shift, fluorescent materials pose several challenges
in image capture, where usually a filtering setup is required at
the illumination and/or sensing ends. Nevertheless, fluorescence
emission is diffuse, which was previously used in shape from pho-
tometry models. In this work, we target the shape from fluores-
cence method for a specific category of materials: those with
overlapping reflectance and fluorescence signals. In particular,
we investigate how the self-interreflections (light bounces off a
surface that get re-reflected by the surface itself) change the ap-
pearance of scenes with such fluorescent materials and how this
affects the shape estimation with a photometric stereo model. To
avoid instrumental artifacts inherent in real image capture se-
tups, we perform our analysis on a synthetic dataset of multi-light
images, generated with a physically-based spectral renderer that
supports fluorescence.

Introduction
Fluorescence is a widespread phenomenon, present in nature

(take chlorophyll for instance), as well as in man made materials.
In many cases, fluorescent materials have an attractive glowing
appearance, as a result of the increased saturation and brightness
that come with the re-emission of light. In other cases, fluores-
cence allows the embedding of certain hidden details that can only
be revealed under specific illumination and viewing conditions. It
is for this reason that artificial fluorescent materials were created
for and used in many applications: brightening agents in paper
and detergents, modern artworks, fashion and cosmetic industry,
traffic signage, watermarks, security markers in banknotes, etc.

Beyond the purely aesthetic advantages, fluorescent materi-
als were exploited in the computer vision field, for their diffuse
property [1], which makes them ideal for the classic photometric
stereo model [2]. In a classic photometric stereo application, the
shape of an object is computed from few images that vary only in
the direction of the incident light while assuming the object can
be described by a Lambertian model. This means that given a
specular surface, one could spray it uniformly with a fluorescent
paint and achieve a highlight-free shape estimation, as was done
by [3, 4]. In addition to specularities, if the fluorescent material
reflects a separate spectral range than its re-emission spectrum,
then it is also free from inter-reflections, which is another devia-
tion from the Lambertian assumption.

While the diffuse property of fluorescence is mostly taken for
granted, there are several works that argue for the weak direction-
ality of various fluorescent materials [5, 6]. Our work follows this
line of research where we analyze the behaviour of fluorescent

scene from a multi-light and multi-spectral image collection. In
a previous work, Ciortan et al. [7] analyzed the shape from fluo-
rescence performance from real multi-light image captures of two
handmade green mockups with UV-induced green emission. The
normal recovery was worse in the fluorescent mode than in the
reflective mode. In the current study, we mimick the real acqui-
sition setup in a spectral renderer that supports physically-based
synthesis of fluorescence. Moreover, we toggle on and off the in-
direct light effects and assess the performance of shape estimation
in each case.

Therefore, our work has two main contributions. The first
one consists in the simulation of a virtual multi-light and multi-
spectral image collection setup of fluorescent scenes. This forms a
dataset of multi-spectral multi-light image collections of fluores-
cent objects. While there exist such datasets for non-fluorescent
objects [8], this is the first one for fluorescent scenes, to the best
of our knowledge. The second contribution is given by an as-
sessment of the impact of interreflections in shape estimation for
objects made of materials that reflect the same wavelengths they
fluoresce. When such materials emit fluorescence in the daylight,
they are referred to as dayglo.

Related works
Fluorescence Rendering. In a fully physical characteriza-

tion, fluorescent materials are best described by the bispectral
bidirectional distribution and re-radiation function [5]. However,
for rendering, as for shape estimation, simplifications are often
done based on the Lambertian properties of fluorescence. Tomi-
naga et al. [1] modelled the bispectral bidirectional radiance fac-
tor of a fluorescent object using a compact mathematical model
based on the Lambertian behaviour for the fluorescent radiance
factor and splitting the reflection into diffuse and specular reflec-
tion components. In a later work, Tominaga et al. [9] proposed
a decomposition of spectral images of fluorescent objects with
known geometry and bispectral matrix, into five basis factors,
which were afterwards coupled with Mitsuba spectral renderer
[10].

Mojzı́k et al. [11] perfected a research-centered spectral ren-
derer, Advanced Rendering Toolkit (ART) [12], to support the
fully spectral rendering of bispectral materials, using path tracing
and Hero wavelength sampling.

Shape from Fluorescence. Treibitz et al. [3] and Sato et
al. [13] were the first to exploit the isotropic emission of fluo-
rescence for improving the shape estimation with the photometric
stereo model for objects that are specular in the reflective mode.
Their method works for uniformly colored albedo and was vali-
dated for natural and artificial fluorescent objects. However, they
do not explore the cases where the reflectance of an object over-
laps with its fluorescence emission spectrum, which triggers self-
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interreflections given a concavity. It is speculated that for these
specific situations, the quality of the shape estimation will worsen.
This is indeed exemplified by Fu et al. [4] who capture a V-shaped
object that reflects the same wavelengths it fluoresces. They show
that indeed, the shape estimation is worse in the fluorescent mode
than in the reflective mode. They correct this with an analytical
method to remove global illumination effects that emerges from
the difference in albedo between the fluorescent and reflective
scene. Similar to [3, 13], Salvant et al. [14] capture multi-light
images in the fluorescent mode to detect aging artifacts in Georgia
O’Keefe’s paintings.

Ciortan et al. [7] captured multi-light images of two hand-
crafted objects with heterogeneous fluorescent composition and a
complex geometry with both concavities and convexities. They
captured the objects in visible reflectance mode, as well as in
UV-induced fluorescence mode. Then, they recovered the shape
with four polynomial variations of the classiic photometric stereo
model and found that angular error between the estimated and
original normal map was higher in the fluorescent case than in the
visible reflectance one. We extend this work by performing a sim-
ilar comparison, only this time, on synthetic data, where we can
better separate the influence of interreflections.

The Influence of Interreflections. Since the pioneering
work of Nayar et al. [15], it is a known fact that in a photometric
stereo setting, interreflections lead to the reconstruction of a shal-
lower shape than the reference, a so-called pseudo-surface. This
is because the interreflections create higher brightness values in
the concavities of the surface, which changes the photometry of
the scene in a way that is not related to the direct, local illumina-
tion modeled by the traditional photometric stereo model. Langer
[16] investigated the effect of interreflections on color appearance
in the CIE L*a*b* space. The author proved that lightness and
chroma undergo most changes, but only for materials that already
have a medium to high lightness value (> 50). This implies that
the hue is invariant to indirect illuminations effects. However,
these two works were focused on non-fluorescent objects. Some-
what similar to [16], in our work we offer an analysis of the color
changes triggered by interreflections in fluorescent scenes.

Fu et al. [4] studied the influence of self-interreflections in
shape from fluorescence, for the materials with overlapping re-
flectance and fluorescent spectral distributions. They show that
when fluorescence is activated, the shape recovered is shallower
than otherwise. This study was carried out on color images of a
real V-shaped object. As insight for their fluorescence rendering
pipeline, Tominaga et al. [10] use the similarity of interreflec-
tions’ spatial distributions in-between the reflective and fluores-
cent modes.

Experimental Design
In this work, we analyze the influence of interreflections on

shape reconstruction and color appearance for objects made of
dayglo materials. In particular, we use the bispectral measure-
ments of two post-its, displayed in Fig. 2. Then, we use two
geometries: one of the handmade mockups scanned by Ciortan et
al. [7] and a simple V-shaped object. We synthesize these two
objects with different albedo variations based on the post-it mate-
rials (see Fig. 3 and 4) using ART spectral renderer [12]. More
precisely, we choose the following albedo variations: plain non-
fluorescent green using only the reflectance of the green post-it
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Figure 1. The light positions used for the rendered data.
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Figure 2. The two fluorescent materials included in our experiments.

(NF), uniform fluorescent green (G), fluorescent green with flu-
orescent pink stripes (GP). All the materials are synthesized as a
Lambertian surface. Then, for the light distribution in the hemi-
sphere, we sample the azimuth every 30 degrees ◦, and at each
azimuth location, we have 5 angles in the zenith, ranging from
25◦ to 85◦ with a step of 15◦ (see Fig. 1). For the V-shaped
object, only the three innermost light rings were used (elevations
55◦ to 85◦), because the others were impeding with the visibil-
ity of the scene. For each angular light direction, we render each
scene twice: considering only the direct light effects (DL) and
then activating the indirect light with 8 bounces (GI). To sepa-
rate interreflections, we can make the difference between the two
images, as showcased in Fig. 4.

In terms of spectral power distribution of the illumination,
we use the CIE standard illuminant D65 and several synthetic il-
luminations that are step functions with cut-off at specific wave-
lengths. Accordingly, we selected a ultraviolet light - UV (cutoff
afte 390 nm), a visible light - VIS (cutoff below 520 nm) and a
synthetic light to excite the fluorescence of the green post-it mate-
rial (unit emission between 450 and 480 nm, centered at 465 nm,
and zero emission elsewhere). Geometrically, all lights are mod-

Figure 3. sRGB renderings of the mockup from [7] under D65 illuminant (di-

rect light only), with different albedos: uniform non-fluorescent green, uniform

fluorescent green, fluorescent green-pink stripes. Luminance was clipped

where it exceeded the maximum value.



Figure 4. sRGB renderings of the V-shaped object under D65 illuminant,

azimuth 0◦, elevation 70◦. Top: uniform fluorescent green albedo. Bottom:

fluorescent green-pink stripes. Left: DL only. Middle: DL and GI. Right:

Difference image that highlights the spatial extent of the interreflections (the

contrast was increased here for visualization purposes).

elled as a planar area light source, and kept at a constant distance
from the object at every angle.

Each rendered image has a spatial resolution of 512 x 512
pixels, and a multi-spectral representation of 8 bands that sample
the visible range of the electromagnetic spectrum every 40 nm,
from 380 to 700 nm. The multispectral images are then converted
to color after a tone mapping operator is applied. The default
tone mapping in ART is luminance clipping. However, we ap-
plied Reinhard02 [17], which was found to be the best tone map-
ping operator in most of the natural scenes as found by Cerda-
Company et al.[18], although fluorescent objects were not specif-
ically included in their study.

After rendering the multi-light and multi-spectral image col-
lections for the various combinations of geometry, material and il-
luminant, we performed shape estimation on the Reinhard02 [17]
tone mapped color images. The model we employed is the clas-
sic first-order polynomial representation of the photometric stereo
model fitted with least-squares regression (PS-L2). As a form of
quantitative comparison, we computed the angular error between
the ground-truth and the estimated normal maps.

Results and Discussion
The results show that the normal reconstruction is affected

by the presence of interreflections and this is especially obvious
for the V-shape object where concavities are deeper than in the
mockup geometry. At the same time, it appears that normal recon-
struction is not affected when the object is made of a material with
overlapping fluorescence and reflectance signals. Fig. 5 shows
the distribution of angular errors between the reconstructed nor-
mal maps and the ground-truth for each studied geometry, while
considering or not global illumination. Moreover, the results are
plotted for the various albedos (uniform or with stripes) and illu-
minations, that activate or not the fluorescence.

The top boxplot in Fig. 5 depicts the angular errors for the
mockup shape, for direct light only and global illumination in-
cluded cases. We can see that the differences in albedo and illu-
mination are less significant than the inclusion of interreflections.
This means that for the mockup shape with a diffuse dayglo ma-
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Figure 5. Angular errors wrt ground-truth for the normal maps recovered

from the multi-light image collections of the mockup (top) and the V-shaped

object (bottom). The main difference is triggered by the presence of inter-

reflections.

terial, self-interreflections do not influence to a greater extent the
shape recovery in the fluorescent mode than in the diffuse reflec-
tive mode.

Nonetheless, while the mockup has small concavities, be-
cause of the way it was manufactured, it contains other geometri-
cal details as well. For this reason, we performed the same analy-
sis on a V-shaped object with a 90◦ angle, where the concavity is
deeper and the main feature of the geometry of the object. In this
case, there is more variation in the angular errors (bottom boxplot
in Fig 5) depending on the albedo. For example, the error is higher
for the non-uniform albedo (green with pink stripes). The spatial
representation of this angular error (Fig. 6) shows how the stripe
pattern introduces variation, and how the insertion of interreflec-
tions leverages the magnitude of the errors around the concavity
of the V-shape object. However, similar with the mockup shape,
the error does not vary significantly when fluorescence is acti-
vated (G 465 nm) than when it is not (NF D65). This reinforces
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Figure 6. Per-pixel angular error for the normal reconstruction of the V-

shape with fluorescent green-pink albedo, GP-VIS, under direct illumination

only (left) and global illumination included (right). In the latter, the error in-

creases around concavities, where there are more interreflections.

that self-interreflections do not pose a bigger challenge for dayglo
materials than they do for plain reflective materials.

As a matter of fact, in the fluorescent-only mode, the overall
light signal is lower than is it for the reflective signal. In Fig. 7,
we show the difference between direct light and global illumina-
tion images at 520 nm, which is the peak of fluorescence emission
for the green post-it, as well as high reflective band. Hence, it is a
spectral band where self-interreflections are present. Nonetheless,
the differences are lower for the fluorescent case than the reflec-
tive one. This is because the overall magnitude of the fluorescent
emission is in itself lower in scale than reflectance, as it can be
seen in Fig. 2. Then, interreflections further attenuate the original
signal. If the original light signal is lower in the fluorescent case,
the resulting bounced signal will be dimmer as well.

Although CIE L*a*b* and CIE LCh color spaces were not
defined for fluorescent colors, we will use them to assess the dif-
ference determined by interreflections. Fig. 8 depicts the changes
in chroma determined by global illumination effects for the V-
shape rendered as NF D65 and as G 465 nm. In both cases, the
difference attenuates with higher elevation angles. In addition, the
level of difference is higher for fluorescent objects. As emerges
from Fig. 9, the hue angle changes more for the fluorescent ob-
jects as well, albeit the very small amplitude of the change. Also,
it seems that chroma changes to a higher extent than hue, which
is in agreement with the study of Langer [16] performed on non-
fluorescent objects only. Interestingly, there seems to be more
variation with light direction for the ∆ C* and ∆ h◦when com-
pared with the changes at the single-wavelength case at 520 nm
(Fig. 7). This hints that perhaps, visually, the effect of interreflec-
tions is more noticeable for fluorescent objects than it is for plain
reflective ones. Nevertheless, the color appearance of fluorescent
objects is an under-researched topic and further studies includ-
ing psycho-physical experiments should be carried out to better
understand how fluorescent objects with different geometries and
spectral properties are perceived by human observers.

Conclusion
In this article, we analyzed whether interreflections represent

a major drawback for the photometric stereo solution to shape re-
construction for fluorescent objects. To this purpose, we rendered
multispectral multi-light image collections of two shapes covered
with dayglo materials that reflect and fluoresce in the same spec-
tral range.

Our results show that indeed, interreflections affect shape es-
timation, but in a similar way for both fluorescent and diffuse
reflective objects. This is somewhat counter-intuitive after the
results in [7], but we have to consider that there are still many
discrepancies between the rendered and captured data. To begin
with, the composition of the real mockup is more heterogeneous
and the content of fluorophores is not uniform. Then, the real
imaging setup is based on a trichromatic camera with filters at-
tached and active illumination control to exclude/include fluores-
cence. Moreover, the captured data is influenced by the signal-to-
noise ratio, which is not considered in the simulation.

In addition, through the color analysis in the current arti-
cle we found that chroma and hue change to a higher extent for
fluorescent objects than for diffuse reflective objects, when self-
interreflections are present.
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Figure 7. The effect of self-interreflections, plotted as maximum difference between DL and GI at 520 nm (peak of fluorescence of the green post-it, that

overlaps with its reflectance), for the V-shape with plain green albedo rendered under D65, NF D65 (left), and green fluorescent albedo rendered under the

excitation light, G 465 nm (right). Notwithstanding the distinct orders of magnitude, the proportionality of the difference with elevation angle is similar in both

cases.
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Figure 8. The effect of interreflections on C*, plotted as maximum difference of C* at each light position, between DL and GI for the V-shape with plain green

albedo, NF D65 (left), and green fluorescent albedo rendered under the excitation light, G 465 nm (right). The overall magnitude of difference is higher in the

fluorescent case. The difference decreases with light elevation angle.
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